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Meet Megatooth -- the giant prehistoric shark that was even bigger than T-rex!Ten million years ago,

giant beasts walked the earth. But the biggest one of all did not walk -- it swam. It was large enough

to eat whales. It was more enormous than the biggest dinosaur, Tyrannosaurus rex. It was

Megalodon -- or Megatooth -- the giant shark, and it ruled the seas. Great White sharks may be

huge, but their ancient ancestors were even bigger and more powerful. Scientists aren't sure how

big Megalodons really were, since the only things they left behind were enormous teeth. But teeth

can tell us a lot. Filled with fascinating facts and gorgeous, highly detailed illustrations, this book will

thrill dinosaur and shark fans alike.
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MEGATOOTH is a great childrens book about the most terrifying creature that ever lived. Imagine a

Great White shark the size of an adult Humpback whale- weighing 40 to 70 tons having 6 to 7"

triangular, serrated teeth and no known predators!! MEGATOOTH describes this frighting animal of

the past with paintings done by the author and informative text about how this huge shark lived and

what it ate. MEGATOOTH would make a great Birthday or Christmas gift for that young shark lover

out there and i can't imagine any little boy or girl who loves dinosaurs not loving this book as well!



My 4 year old has been OBSESSED with sharks lately and when he heard of this magical beast

named Megalodon...well I had to find more on it. We love this book, great illustrations and concise

text keeps his attention and is a "short" bedtime read.

great book. a bit more beaten up than I was expecting, but not un-readable. being a library book

before explains a lot.
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